**Part number: NH78RT**  
Heavy duty plastic conveyor chain complete with rooftop.

*Industry use:* Wood products conveyors where corrosion and marking are issues.

*Chain material:* Acetal  
*Pin material:* Stainless steel

---

**Part number: NH78**  
Heavy duty plastic conveyor chain.

*Industry use:* Wood products conveyors where corrosion and marking are issues also waste water drive chains.

*Material:* Acetal  
*Pin material:* Stainless steel

---

**Part number: NH78K2**  
Heavy duty plastic conveyor chain with K1/K2 or extended pins

*Industry use:* Wood products conveyors where corrosion and marking are issues.

*Material:* Acetal  
*Pin material:* Stainless steel

---

**Part number: WH78-SS**  
Heavy duty **STAINLESS STEEL** conveyor chain

*Industry use:* Wood products conveyors where corrosion is an issue.

*Chain material:* All stainless steel construction
**ALPINE SYSTEMS & CASE CONVEYORS PLASTIC CHAIN**

**Part number:** MULTIFLEX 1700 / 1701 / 1701 KNUCKLE
Radius & straight running plastic conveyor chain with or without tabs.

**Industry use:** Beverage & Bottling.

Pith: 1.97” or 50 mm

---

**CASE & WASHER CONVEYORS – FULL KEG LINES**

**Part number:** MULTIFLEX 1700 / 1701 / 1701 KNUCKLE
Radius & straight running plastic conveyor chain with or without tabs.

**Industry use:** Beverage & Bottling.

Pitch: 3.25” or 82.5 mm

---

**WASTE WATER & GRIT COLLECTOR PLASTIC CONVEYOR CHAIN**

**Part number:** NCS720S / NCS720F22-6 / NCS720F22-8
Non-metallic collector chain

**Industry use:** Waste water & Grit collectors

Pitch: 6.00” or 152.4 mm
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